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[Citrix New Exam Lead2pass Dumps For Exam 1Y0-240 With New Updated
Exam Questions
Lead2pass 2017 September New Citrix 1Y0-240 Exam Dumps! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! 2017 get prepared
with fully updated Citrix 1Y0-240 real exam questions and accurate answers for 1Y0-240 exam. Lead2pass IT experts review the
1Y0-240 newly added questions and offer correct Citrix 1Y0-240 exam questions answers. 100% pass easily! Following questions
and answers are all new published by Citrix Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/1y0-240.html QUESTION 1
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator has configured the following Access Control List (ACL) to block traffic from the IP address
10.102.29.5.add simpleacl rule1 DENY -srclP 10.102.29.5A week later, the administrator found that the ACL is no longer present on
the NetScaler.What could be the reason for this? A. The administrator did NOT run the apply ACL command.B. The NetScaler
has been restarted without saving the configurations.C. The Simple ACLs remain active for only 600 seconds.D. The Simple
ACLs remain active for only 60 seconds.Answer: A QUESTION 2Which scenario will cause automatic high availability (HA)
synchronization to fail? A. Different build versionsB. Manually forced synchronizationC. A force failoverD. A configuration
change to the primary NetScaler Answer: B QUESTION 3Scenario: A Citrix Administrator is concerned about the amount of health
checks the NetScaler is sending to the backend resources. The administrator would like to find a way to remove health checks from
specific bound services.How can the administrator accomplish this? A. Use the No-Monitor option.B. Use Service Groups to
minimize health checks.C. Unbind the current monitor.D. Use reverse condition monitoring. Answer: A QUESTION 4Scenario:
A Citrix Administrator needs to add 10 new web servers to an existing server farm. The new servers are configured to serve the
same applications and connections and are twice the capacity of the existing servers. The administrator wants to ensure that they are
being fully utilized. Currently in the environment, the default load-balancing method is being used.To ensure that only the 10 new
servers are receiving twice the connections of the old servers without changing the load balancing to the rest of the environment, the
administrator needs to add a weight of __________to the services attached to the__________servers. (Choose the correct option to
complete the sentence.) A. 50; newB. 50; oldC. 2; newD. 2; old Answer: CD QUESTION 5A Citrix Administrator has
executed the commands in the screenshot on the NetScaler using the command-line interface.View the screenshot (Exhibit). Which
two replacements will be the outcome of executing these commands? (Choose two.) A. http:// will be replaced by https:// in the
HTTP RESPONSEB. https:// will be replaced by http:// in the HTTP RESPONSEC. http:// will be replaced by https:// in the
HTTP REQUESTD. https:// will be replaced by http:// in the HTTP REQUEST Answer: B QUESTION 6What is the effect of the
set cmp parameter -cmpBypassPct 70 command if compression is enabled on the NetScafer? A. Compression will be bypassed if
the NetScaler bandwidth consumption is more than 70%.B. Compression will be bypassed if the NetScaler CPU load is 70%.C.
Compression will be bypassed if the NetScaler bandwidth consumption is less than 70%.D. Compression will be bypassed if the
NetScaler Memory utilization is 70%. Answer: B QUESTION 7A Citrix Administrator needs to configure the Lights Out
Management (LOM) port.Which statement is applicable to LOM? A. LOM is accessed using Command-Line Interface (CLI).B.
LOM IP address should be in the same subnet as NSIP.C. LOM firmware is included in the NetScaler upgrade package.D. LOM
port can be used to remotely monitor and manage the appliance. Answer: A QUESTION 8Scenario; A Citrix Administrator would
like to grant access to a Junior Administrator on the NetScaler. The administrator would like to grant full access to everything except
the following: * Shell Access* User Configuration access* Partition Configuration access Which pre-existing command policy
would meet the needs of the scenario? A. SuperuserB. NetworkC. OperatorD. Sysadmin Answer: A QUESTION 9A Citrix
Administrator notices that the NetScaler is sending the IP addresses of all the active services in the DNS response.The administrator
can use the set gslb vserver<name>__________parameter to avoid this behavior. (Choose the correct option to complete the
sentence.) A. EDR DISABLEDB. EDR ENABLEDC. MIR ENABLEDD. MIR DISABLED Answer: CD QUESTION 10
What is the effect of the set gslb parameter - GSLBSvcStateDelayTime 10 command on the Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB)
environment, when Metric Excnange Protocol (MEP) is enabled? A. The Metric Exchange Protocol (MEP) will be marked as
DOWN if the GSLB service has been DOWN for 10 seconds.B. The Metric Exchange Protocol (MEP) will be marked as DOWN
if the GSLB vServer has been DOWN for 10 seconds.C. The GSLB services will be marked as DOWN, if the Metric Exchange
Protocol (MEP) connection has been DOWN for 10 seconds.D. The GSLB services will be marked as DOWN if the service has
been DOWN for 10 seconds. Answer: C More free Lead2pass 1Y0-240 exam new questions on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDdmJKZ3FmSnRqa0E Latest 1Y0-240 questions and answers from Citrix Exam
Center offered by Lead2pass for free share now! Read and remember all real questions answers, Guarantee pass 1Y0-240 real test
100% or full money back! 2017 Citrix 1Y0-240 (All 75 Q&As) exam dumps (PDF&VCE) from Lead2pass:
https://www.lead2pass.com/1y0-240.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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